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ABSTRACT
This paper describes MiniDungeons 2 (MD2): a turn-based
rogue-like game developed to support research in captur-
ing and modeling player decision making processes through
procedural personas and using such models as critics for pro-
cedural content generation. MD2 intends to provide a full-
circle framework for collecting, modeling, simulating, and
producing content for player decision making styles.
The fully instrumented and telemetric game will soon be
made available to the public to be played on smart-phones
for the purpose of collecting as many play traces, represent-
ing as many different decision making styles, as possible.
1. MOTIVATION
A common characteristic of good games is that they of-
fer players the opportunity to make interesting choices [3].
Psychology and game analytics [1, 9] suggest that players
exhibit diversity in their decision making preferences in gen-
eral and when playing games, due to aesthetic preferences or
due to differences in how players apply bounded rationality
in their decision making [4, 6]. Describing, characterizing,
modeling, and simulating player decision making styles may
be useful for game design purposes, whether for informing
game designers [1] or for shaping procedural content gener-
ation processes [8].
As a next step toward our research goal of modeling player
decision making via procedural personas [5], we present Mini-
Dungeons 2 (MD2), a game specifically designed and im-
plemented to support research into player decision mak-
ing. MD2 represents an iteration from its predecessor, Mini-
Dungeons [5], and is designed from six pragmatic design
goals identified from working with the first MiniDungeons
game:
Accessibility: MD2 is playable on smart-phones as well
as in web browsers in order to reach as many potential play-
ers as possible and requires little to no manual skill to play.
It is inspired by simple yet deep tactical smart phone games
such as Hoplite [2].
Decision Density: every decision the player makes in
MD2 has a significant and salient impact on the game state
meaning that every decision counts.
Decision Diversity: levels included in MD2 may be
solved in many different ways, in an attempt to support
variety in decision making preferences.
Decision Complexity: a complete game tree for a single
level of MD2 is difficult to simulate mentally, enticing players
to conduct some aspects of decision making through analytic
thinking and other aspects through heuristic thinking [7].
Automatability: Full play traces from MD2 are col-
lected automatically, the game contains hooks for imple-
menting game playing AI agents, and is open to the pro-
cedural content generation of levels.
The intent of these six design goals is to create an eas-
ily accessible framework that allows for full-circle collec-
tion, modeling, simulation, and designing for decision mak-
ing styles in one unified game. Once we have substantiated
that MD2 lives up to these design goals we hope to offer the
game to the community as a tool for player decision research.
2. MINIDUNGEONS 2 GAME PLAY
MD2 is themed as a single-player dungeon-crawling game.
Game play is turn-based and takes place on 10 by 20 tile-
based levels where tiles are either Walls or Passable Tiles.
Walls are completely impassable. Passable Tiles may con-
tain objects and/or game play characters, i.e. the player-
controlled Hero or computer-controlled characters (NPCs).
Objects include Treasures, Potions, Traps, Portals, one En-
trance, and one Exit. The level ends when the Hero reaches
the Exit or when the Hero dies. Game play characters may
move between empty tiles by moving either North, East,
South, or West. All game play characters have hit points
(HP) and can deal damage. Objects have different proper-
ties:
Treasures when reached are consumed by the Hero, in-
creasing the player’s treasure score. Treasures may also be
consumed by Ogres.
Potions when reached are consumed by the Hero, increas-
ing the Hero’s HP by 1, to a maximum of 10 HP. Potions
may also be consumed by Blobs.
Traps deal 1 damage to any character that moves into
them.
Portals come in pairs: a character moving into a portal
is immediately (on the same turn) teleported to the linked
portal.
The Entrance and the Exit determine where the Hero
starts and where the Hero must go to complete the level.
The player controls the Hero of the game and always
moves first, upon which each object and character in the
level in sequence respond deterministically. The Hero starts
each level with 1-10 HP. The Hero possesses a single Javelin
which can be thrown at any other character to which the
Hero has an unbroken line of sight. The Hero deals 1 damage
to other characters on collision or by throwing the Javelin
at them. The Javelin remains on the tile to which it was
thrown, and the Hero must go there to collect it. NPCs
then respond to the player’s decision:
Goblins move 1 step toward the Hero along the shortest
path if they have an unbroken line of sight to the Hero. They
have 1 HP and deal 1 damage on collision. Goblins avoid
colliding with other Goblins or Goblin Wizards.
Goblin Wizards deal 1 ranged damage to the Hero, if
they have an unbroken line of sight and are within 5 tiles
of the Hero; otherwise, they move 1 step toward the Hero.
Goblin Wizards have 1 HP and deal no damage on collision.
Blobs remain static unless they have an unbroken line of
sight to either the Hero or a Potion. If a Blob sees either, it
moves 1 tile toward the closest one, preferring Potions over
the Hero. When Blobs collide with each other, they merge
into a larger, more powerful Blob. The simplest Blob has 1
HP and deals 1 damage to a colliding non-Blob character;
this upgrades to 2 HP and 2 damage, and 3 HP and 3 damage
at maximum power. A more powerful Blob which receives
damage loses one power level.
Ogres remain static unless they have an unbroken line of
sight to either the Hero or a Treasure. If an Ogre sees either,
it moves 1 tile towards the closest one, preferring Treasures
over the Hero. If the Ogre reaches a Treasure it consumes
the Treasure and becomes fancier to look at. Ogres have 2
HP and deal 2 damage to any other character they collide
with, including other Ogres.
Minitaurs always move 1 step toward the player along
the shortest path as determined by A* path-finding, disre-
garding other characters and objects. Collision with a Mini-
taur deals 1 damage to the colliding character. A Minitaur
does not have HP and does not die, but will be knocked out
for 3 rounds if it receives damage.
3. DISCUSSION
The characters and objects in MD2 have simple proper-
ties, and respond deterministically to the player’s decisions.
In combination they interact to create interesting game play
that we hope players will enjoy. The complexity of game
play in MD2 depends on the individual level and is arguably
intractable to compute since each level has many different
solutions depending on the player’s decision making prefer-
ences. Still some estimates can be provided on a per level
basis: The level displayed in Fig. 1 contains 105 tiles which
the Hero may occupy. Across these tiles 240 moves are possi-
ble and, in the start configuration, 118 of these tiles allow the
Hero to throw the Javelin. On average this corresponds to
an estimated branching factor of 3.41 per state though the
actual number may differ based on play style. We expect
players to rely on analytic and heuristic problem solving to
various extents and in various ways, allowing us to observe
and model decision making styles.
Figure 1: A typical MiniDungeons 2 level at start
(left panel) and after three turns (right panel).
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